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Uniforms play an important role in representing uniqueness, difference, and unity of a team.
Different sectors, industries, professions and business are marked differently by uniforms like for
example, hospitality uniforms for the hospitality industry. The color code of uniforms also has its
significance. Uniforms give employees of a company, school, business an identity that sets them
apart from the rest.

Production of Uniforms

Wearing uniforms has been an ongoing trend in the corporate and government world. It gives a
sense of belongingness to the staff. There are many companies specializing in designing and
producing uniforms, customizing them for various groups. Wardrobe solutions are provided by the
companies catering to various industries such as, hospitality, corporate, sports club, health care,
basketball, athletics and gaming. A sense of professionalism emerges from this identity created
through uniforms. These companies offer a wide range of designs and fabrics to choose from with
the best fit and style. The companies designing these uniforms present other apparel designs like
jackets, T-shirt designs, and sportswear according to the nature of the business.

Collection of Hospitality Uniforms

Employees of the hospitality industry require hospitality uniforms because they represent the
organization they work for. The hospitality sector encircles travel industry, luxury hotels, 5 star
restaurants and resorts. These maintain high quality standards and seek to promote the image and
brand of their workplace by wearing custom made uniforms. The uniforms help to identify them as
the staff of the industry and in knowing their roles. The uniforms made by the specific companies,
could be unisex or different for males and females. These uniforms by itself are likely to leave an
impression on the customer. The staff could range from chefs, housekeeping staff, waiters, valets,
receptionists to security guards. The hospitality uniforms could merely be utilitarian or it could be
eye-catching, depending on the roles they perform. The uniform may comprise of jackets, pants,
shirts, aprons, vests and other accessories like, bow, tie, caps or buttons.

Safety clothing is manufactured and produced for industries involving physical risks to the staff like
fire stations, police station, building engineers etc. Wearing the custom safety clothing reduces the
intensity of accidents and increases safety.
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